OMBUDSMAN ORGANIZATIONS AND RESEARCHERS

(Updated April 25, 1991)
California Caucus of College &amp;
University Ombudsmen (CCCUO)
c/o Office of the Ombudsman
University of California
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408) 459-2073

Organization of News Ombudsmen (ONO)
c/o Pat Riley, Ombudsman
The Orange County Register
614 N. Grand Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92711
(714) 953-2204

Corporate Ombudsman Association (COA)
c/o Eugene T. Herbert

Ombudsman for Corrections
1885 University Avenue

COA Executive Officer
P. O. Box 1246

Suite 395
St. Paul, MI 55104

McLean, VA 22101-1246

(612) 296-4537

2076234630
Association of Canadian College
and University Ombudsmen (ACCUO)
c/o Suzanne Belson, Ombudsman
Concordia University
1455 Boul. de Maisonneuve O.

United States Association of Ombudsmen (USAO)
c/o Marshall Lux, Ombudsman
P.O. Box 94712
State Capitol
Lincoln, NE 68509
(402) 471-2035

a CANADA H3G 1M8

University and College Ombudsman Association (UCOA)

:

Dr. Larry B. Hill

¢/o Howard Gadlin, Ombudsman

University of Massachusetts

(Ombudsman Research)

821 Campus Center

Dept. of Political Science

Ambherst, MA 01003

University of Oklahoma
455 W. Lindsey St., #205

(413) 545-0867

Norman, OK 73019-0535

Dr/MayP. Rowe

International Ombudsman Institute
Faculty of Law Centre
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta, CANADA T6G 2H5S
803)432-3196
National Association of State Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs
c/o Gary Hammonds
Office of State Long-Term Care Ombudsman

Special Assistant to the President
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-5921
Dr. James T. Ziegenfuss, Jr.
Division of Public Affairs
Penn State Harrisburg
Route 230
Middletown, PA 17057

Division for Aging

(717) 948-6053.

(405) 325-2061

275 East Main Street
Frankfort, KY 40601

(Ombudsman Research)

(502) 564-6930
National Society of Patient Representatives
c/o Alexandra Gekas
840 N. Lake Shore Drive

Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 280-6424

For revisions to this list, please call Mary Rowe at (617) 253-5921 or Mary Simon at (508) 960-6490

CORPORATE OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION MEMBERS

AT&amp;T Bell Laboratories
Kitt Kitterman

Charlestown County School District
David Floyd

Ombudsperson
Naperville-Wheaton Roads

Ombudsman
The Center Building

Room 2B-234
Naperville, IL 60566

Hudson and Meeting Streets
Charleston, S.C. 29403

(312)979-6100
Air Canada
Richard Daignault

Corporate Ombudsman

(803)724-7743
Control Data Corp.
Beth Ann Lewis

Manager, Work Problem Counseling

500 Dorchester Blvd West

P.O. Box O

Montreal, Quebec, Canada H22 1x5

Minneapolis, MN. 55440

HQSOl1lU

(514)879-7478

(612)853-4170

Aluminum Co. of America

Digital Equipment Corp.

William Cochran

John Murphy

Mgr. of Safety - Tenn Oper.
P.O. Box 9158
Alco, T™N 37701

Corp. Employee Rel. Programs Mgr.
150 Coulter Drive
(CF02-3/Cl19)
Concord, MA. 01742

(615)977-3541
Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.
Camille Emig
Director-Personnel Communications
One Busch Place
St. Louis, Mo. 63118

(314)577-3374
Anheuser-Busch Co., Inc.
Thomas H.

Loch

Coordinator Personnel Communications
One Busch Place
St. Louis, MO 63118-1852
(314)577-4479
Bank of Boston

John Ellington
Vice-President
100 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
(617)434-4958
Canadian Liquid Air Ltd.
Michael C. Read
Human Resources Manager
1155 Sherbrooke Quest
Montreal, Quebec H3A 1HS8

(514)842-5431

s

(617) 264-1317
Digital Equipment Corp.
Lee Pledger
Manager, U.S. Field Employee Relations
5 Burlington Wood
(UFO)
Burlington, MA 01803

(617)493-4740
Digital Equipment
E. Jaferian

129 Parker Street PK03-224F
Maynard, MA 01754
Douglas Aircraft Co.
Eugene F. Dubil
Vice President - Ombudsman

3855 Lakewood Blvd
Cl-002 18A-69
Long Beach, CA. 90846
(213)593-3999
Douglas Aircraft Co.
Janet L. Newcomb
Principal Staff Spec. Ombudsman
3855 Lakewood Blvd. 36-95
18A-69
Long Beach, CA. 90846

(213)496-7218

GTE of California
Marsena Thompson
Management Rel. Director
1 GTE Place RC3223/500
Thousand Oaks, CA
91322

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Mary Rowe
Special Assistant to the President
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Room 10-213

(805)372-6503
General Dynamics Electric Boat Div.
Donna Simpson
Division Ombudsman
Eastern Point Road

Cambridge, MA 02139
(617)253-5921
Martin Marrietta Corp.

Dept. 605 Sta. D-5
Groton, CT 06340

(302)441-8110

General Winant Sidle
Director, Office of Corp. Ethics
P.O. Box 16234
Orlando, FL 32861

(305)356-9400

General Electric Co., AEBG

Martin Marrietta Corp.

Catherine I. Buckler

Robert C. Reid

Ombudsman

Asst. Director, Office of Corp. Ethics

1 Neumann Way

P.O. Box 16234

Mail Drop N-19
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215
(513) 243-3561
General Electric Co., Corporate Hqgtrs.
John D.

Peterson

Ombudsman
3135 Easton Turnpike
Mail Drop W3H
Fairfield, CT 06431

(203)373-2342

Staff Assistant - Team Ombudsman Prog.

P.O. Box 516
002/1/2/251
St. Louis, MO 63166
(314)234-7085
McDonnell Aircraft Company

Virgil Marti

Harris Bank

Vice President - Ombudsman

Grace V. Poli
Vice President
111 W. Monroe

Chicago, IL

60690

(312)461-7887
International Monetary Fund
Robert O.

Orlando, FL 32861
(305)356-9400
McDonnell Aircraft Company
Theresa Clemente

Harris

P.O. Box 516
002/1/2/248
St. Louis, MO. 63166
(314) 234-7052

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.

Hubert Harrington
Ombudsman
P.O. Box 516

Ombudsman

$003 Bldg. 106/2

700 19th Street NW

St. Louis, MO 63166

Washington, D.C. 20431
(202)623-4660
John Hancock Mutual Life Ins.

Caryn Harding
Mgr., Employee Counseling
Lotus Development Corporation
Dr. Freada Klein

Room 289

(314)232-9102
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.
Alma Montgomery

Assistant Ombudsman
P.O. Box 516 E003/107/2/Room 289
St. Louis, MO 63166
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.

Employee Relations Manager

Don Dossinger

One Broadway

Staff Director - Ombudsman

Seventh Floor

5301 Balsa Ave.

Cambridge, MA 02142
(617)577-8500 x8160

Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(714)896-1996

A3-010-103

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.
Gloria R. Brickner
Ombuds Administrative Assistant
701 Columbia Blvd.
M/S 20
Titusville, FL. 32730

{305)268-7592/7109
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.
Mr. H.H. Luetjen

Southern Pacific Transportation Co.
Harvey L. Moles
Ombudsman
#1 Market Plaza
Room 304

San Francisco, CA 95105
(415)541-2611
Southland Corporation

Ombudsper son

Carole M. Trocchio

701 Columbia Blvd.

Manager, Liaison Dept.

M/S 20
Titusville, FL. 32780

2828 N. Haskell
Dallas, TX 75204

(305-268-7592/7109
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.
Charles V. Wolfers

Ombudsman
16055 Space Center Blvd.

M/C T418
Houston, Texas 77062
{713)280-1524
McDonnell Douglas Microelectronics

(214)828-7944/7945
Southland Corporation
Gregg Raudabaugh

Liaison Programs Mgr.
2828 N.

Haskell

Dallas, TX 75204
(214)828-7944/7945
Southland Corporation
Gerri Cummings

Janet A. Bell
Mgr., Human Resources

Liaison Coordinator
2828 N. Haskell

8905 Airport Road

Dallas, TX 75204

M070/111/3/308
Berkeley, MO 63134
(314)234-8021

MIT/Lincoln Laboratory A-120
Lewis A. Redding

(214)828-7944/7945
Toledo Edison-David Besse Nuclear Power
Suzanne M. Zunk

Nuclear Group Ombudsman

Assistant Personnel Mgr. Labor Rel.
244 Vlood Street
Lexington, MA 02173
(617)863-5500 Ext 70
N.C. Dept. of Transportation
Marylou Smith
P.O. Box 25201
Raleigh, N.C. 27611
(919) 733-2520
Pennsylvania Blue Shield
Jeanne M. Scott
Manager, Employee Relations
Camp Hill, PA 17011

300 Madison Avenue Route 2
Tcledo, Ohio 43652
(419)249-2423
UNC Nuclear Industries, Inc.
Roy E. Dunn
VP (Programs Asst. &amp; Ombudsman)
P.O. Box 490
Richland, WA 99352
(509)373-5483
U.S. Tennessee Valley Authority
Richard C. Cutshaw
Employee Concern Rep.
309 E. Fernhill Lane
Oakridge, TN 37830

(717)763-3413
Polaroid Corporation

(615)365-3504
United Technologies Corp.

Paul F.

Kelley

Walter F. Ells

Staff Assistant to President

Vice President - Ombudsman

575 Tech Square 9p
Cambridge, MA 02139

1 Financial Plaza
Hartford, CT.
06101

(617)577-2177

(203) 728-6444

United Tech. Corp. Counselling Center
Ann Bensinger

Manager, Counselling Center
91 Lexington Street
New Britain, CT 06052
World Bank

James B. Hendry
Ombudsman

14 Wynkoop Court
Bethesda, MD 20817

(301)229-5110
World Bank

Vincent J. Riley
Ombudsman
1318 "H" St. N.W.

Washington, D.C.

20433

(202)477-5472

Following dues have not been recorded as yet.

AT&amp;T Bell Laboratories

Anthony J. Perneski
Area 52 Alternate Comm.

Channel

Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
(201) 582-6795
AT&amp;T Information Systems
Susan Fagan

Ombudsperson
Crawfords Corner Road

Holmdel, New Jersey 07733
(201949-3000
AT&amp;T Information Systems
Abby Stewart

Ombudsperson
2100 Laurel Avenue
Room 11L569A

Middletown, N.J.

({20)1)957-4873

07748
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Community Board Center for Policy &amp; Trg
Terry Amsler
Director for Program Development
149 Ninth Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

(415)552-1250
Contel
Chris McEachern

Employee Relations
600 Mason Ridge Center Drive
St. Louis, MO.
63141

(314)851-6314
Federal Services Impasses Panel
Patrick J. Halter
Sr. Labor Relations Assoc.
500 C Street S.W.

Washington D.C. 20424

(202) 382-0990
Maryland Casualty Co.
Jane Sheridan
3910 Keswick Road

Baltimore, MD

21211

(301)338-9470
Dr. Mark A. Roy
Consultant
32 Dartmouth Drive

Delran, New Jersey

(609)461-2984
James C. Webb
2014 Gates Avenue

Redondo Beach, CA

(213)376-2069

90278

So You Want To Be An Ombudsman?
To be a true ombudsman means to be fearless,

To experience fear and yet go forward.
To be a true ombudsman

means you will have courage

and will ask unpopular questions.
You will be the messenger---and you will be shot.
You will rockthe boat, challenge the status quo,
exist as persona non grata.

You will be met with anger and you will need

to accept that being angers target is part of this job.
Over time you may come to gain some energy

from the wrath as you become more confident

that change often grows from anger.
To be a true ombudsman

you will recognize the courage
that the other person must exercise to hear you.

You will understand that reasonable people disagree,
and that each individual believes in the merits

of his or her point of view.
To be a true ombudsman you will need to award

all public victories to others

and make your reward in a quiet facilitation

of their accomplishments.
You will need to see more in people
than they see in themselves.
And as a true ombudsman

you will hold confidence in the future
and confidence in the ability of people to change.

Ann Bensinger
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CONFIDENTIALITY
The Ombudsman, as a designated neutral, has the

responsibility of maintaining strict confidentiality concerning
matters that are brought to his/her attention. The only
exception, at the sole discretion of the ombudsman, is in the
instance of threat to the physical safety of others and/or threat
to company assets. This duty to warn, however, shall be
initiated only after the ombudsman has strongly counseled
with the client involved to encourage the client to personally
come forth. In the event the client still refuses, the
ombudsman has an obligation to notify the client of the
intended breach of confidentiality in this situation. Even then,
the ombudsman has the responsibility and obligation to
discuss the situation only with those who have a need to know.
SAFEGUARDING
The ombudsman has the responsibility to insure that any
records or files pertaining to confidential discussions with
clients are safe from inspection at all times by other

employees, including management at all levels.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The ombudsman has the responsibility, when recommending
actions as a result of impartial investigations, to make
recommendations that will be equitable to all parties and

reflect good business practice.
PROFESSIONALISM
The ombudsman has the responsibility to behave in a
professional manner at all times, to maintain the credibility
of the ombudsman function.

CORPORATE OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Returns Monitoring Tear-Off Sheet

In order for us to monitor questionnaire returns while maintaining

confidentiality in the survey process, we are asking you to complete this

returns monitoring sheet and hand it in separately. We need this information
so that we can do follow-ups to Ombudsmen who either were unable to attend the

Conference,

or else were unable to attend this session at the Conference. Your

cooperation is appreciated. The usefulness of the information from this survey
to the membership of the Association depends upon having as many members as

possible complete the survey. Please return this tear-off sheet separately to
Mary Rowe, or mail it to Jim Ziegenfuss.

a
Dat:

Your Organization:

Your Name:

Your Job Title:

.

CORPORATE OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please complete this survey, place it in the enclosed envelope,

and either (1) return to Mary Rowe at the Conference or (2) mail to:

Professor James Ziegenfuss Ph.D.,
Corporate Ombudsman Research Coordinator,
Graduate Programs of Public Administration and Management,

Suite W-160,
Penn State University - Harrisburg,

Middletown, Pennsylvania

17057.

Also enclosed with this survey form you will find a tear-off sheet that we

would like you to complete and return either to Mary Rowe at the Conference,
or mail to Jim Ziegenfuss,

so that we can keep track of returns. We are

separating the response-monitoring process from the survey itself so that we

can maintain the confidentiality of the survey forms.

Please complete the

tear-off and return it separately to inform us that you have completed your

questionnaire.
In describing cases/incidents, change the particulars in whatever fashion
you feel necessary to avoid identifying the individuals or company involved.

All company-specific information derived from personal, phone and mail surveys
is confidential.

No identified information will be shared in any way beyond

the members of the Corporate Ombudsman research committee compiling the survey

results.

Only aggregated information will be shared with your colleagues at

the Corporate Ombudsman conference and in research publications.

Please take the time to complete the survey form. Sharing your experiences
can be helpful to all the members of the Association.

I.

BTage

GENERAL INFORMATION

1

1. The approximate total number of managers and employees, or of clients (e.g. patients), served by the
ombudsman office

is

.

2. Which case or which kind of case that you handled in the last year saved your company the most money?

2a. Total Estimated Savings $
2b. Please describe the case (for example,
serious conflict.")

3.

"We retained an extremely valuable scientist who had been in

Please make rough estimates of the numbers of contacts and cases you see in a year.

Contacts

per year - Contacts are informal, brief (often 15 minutes or less, one-encounter and done).

Cases

per year - Cases

are more formal,

4. Do you investigate anonymous concerns?

5. Do you counsel callers anonymously,
Yes

often taking an hour or more

Yes

No

Depends on circumstances

either on the phone or in person,
No

if asked?

Depends on circumstances

6. Do you notify safety/security/audit/or similar departments about anonymous calls concerning illegal
behavior?

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

7. Does your employer do business with a government agency?

Frequently

Yes

No

8. Do you investigate ethics problems (e.g. Procurement, Security, Safety, Harassment, Waste, Mis-use of

government property)?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

8a. If you do investigate ethics problems, do these investigations result in written reports?

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

9. Counting all kinds of ethics and misconduct problems, how often would you say you get ethics/misconduct

problems?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

10. To whom do vou refer complaints of unethical behavior?

Safety

Frequently

(Check all that apply)

Security

Personnel/HR

-

Legal Dept.

_

. Audit

_

Other

11. When a case is referred elsewhere for investigation:

lla. You are kept informed of investigative findings

Yes

No

.... 0. icine ive,

Yes

No.

llc. You follow up with your original contact ...........

Yes

11h.

You

are.

informed of wesolabion

.....

No

IT.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF OMBUDSMAN FUNCTION

Page2

12. Do you have an agreement with your employer about not testifying in formal hearings?

In-House:

Yes

No

I need such an agreement

Out-of-House:

Yes

No

TI need such an agreement

13. If a former employee/client sued your company and you were subpoenaed by that person's lawyer, do you

believe that your company would be willing to attempt to have the subpoena quashed in order to protect

the confidentiality and neutrality of the ombudsman office?

Yes

No

14. If you had written a formal, fact-finding report about a case which subsequently had become a lawsuit

against your company, should the plaintiff (presumably a former client) be able to subpoena you

and/or the report?

No

Yes, the report

Yes, me

Yes, both me and the report

15. Should the Ombudsman Association develop position papers or policy proposals concerning the role of

the ombudsman in legal proceedings?

Yes

No

16. Has your ombudsman office ever been involved in a legal proceeding in which issues about the confiden-

tiality and neutrality of the ombudsman function has been an issue?
Yes

No

17. Do you formally investigate any kinds of problems in ways that result in written reports to a

decision-maker?

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

18. Has anyone ever asked to audit or review your files or log books?

Frequently

(Check all that apply):

Don't keep files after a case is closed
Outside

Agenicy:

... ih wiv iain

Someone in company:

..........

A headquarters ombudsman:

Other

Refused

___

Complied

Refused

Complied

..

Refused

Complied

Se

Refused

Complied

..

2

III.

19.

OMBUDSMAN WORK

Pag:2

3

About what proportion of your working time is devoted to each of the following activities?

a.

%

Counseling and Complaint Handling -- Listening, helping to frame options, processing

complaints.
b.

%

Management Advising and Consulting

-- Providing upward feedback about issues, which may

lead to policy and/or systems changes.
2

%

dais

Education -- Helping to train managers,

supervisors and others.

Administration -- Budgeting, general management, marketing, writing articles for company
newsletters or similar media.

e.

ed

Other

( = 100%)

IV. OMBUDSMAN APPROACHES
20. Below is a list of approaches and techniques that ombudsmen use when working with clients and dealing
with issues. Please indicate how frequently you use each of these approaches or techniques. Indicate
the frequency by writing the appropriate number next to each item using the following scale:

About

Never

Occasionally

Half The Time

Usually

1

2

3

4

Always

5
Please mark the appropriate scale value next to each item.

a.

Giving a hearing to feelings -- (e.g.) defusing rage, providing sympathy.)

b.

Active listening -- listening to the client's concerns and assisting the client to formulate

the problem clearly.
c.

Developing options with the client.

d.

Immediate Referral to other offices/people/helping resources.

e.

Coaching -- training in the use of company rules or procedures and/or role playing a

situation with the client.
£.

Shuttle Diplomacy -- working back and forth between clients or groups.

g.

Informal Mediation -- seeing disputants together in your office.

hi.

Codification -- preparing formal written agreements between parties

i

Fact finding -- to determine the facts of the case.

i.

Making recommendations to management for resolution.

=.

Turning the case over to others at a later stage.

1.

Arbitration/adjudication -- making a decision about a dispute which is binding on the parties
concerned.

m.

Generic intervention -- working towards a general solution rather than raising a particular
incident in order to deal with a specific incident.

mn.

Upward feedback regarding general policy problems or systems change.

oO.

Other technique/action

V. ACTIVITY PROFILE
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21. How frequently do certain kinds of cases/contacts occur in your organization?

Below is a list of issues

that occur in organizations. For each issue area, please indicate (1) whether the ISSUE is handled by
the ombudsman office;

(2) the APPROXIMATE number of contacts/cases in this area that your office handled

last year; and (3) the TYPICAL manner in which your office responds.
As above, we define Contacts as informal, brief (15 minutes or less) and typically one-encounter

and done.

Cases, in contrast, are more formal and take longer.

We recognize that some cases will fall into multiple categories (e.g., termination because of drug

problems).

Use your best judgement about the appropriate category.

If the ombudsman office in your organization does not handle a particular type of complaint, mark
the "No" category in the Issue column and then go on to the next item.

If you do handle some issue but

had no contacts or cases in that area in the last year, mark the "Yes" category and then skip on to the

next item.

ESTIMATES RATHER THAN EXACT NUMBERS ARE OK.

ISSUE

INCIDENCE

Handled By

APPROXIMATE

Ombuds Office?

Number Last Year

No/Yes

Contacts Cases

TYPICAL DISPOSITION
Handle Alone

With Client

Work With

(CHECK ONE)
Refer

Another Office Immediately

A. DISCRIMINATION

Terminations

Sexual harassment
Racial harassment
Sex discrimination

;

Racial discrimination
Reverse discrimination

Other EEO/AA

i
}

oy

_¥

(e.g. Handicapped, etc.)
B. C7 » "ORK CONCERNS
Hours

of work

wy

Location of work

:

Transfer/Job Posting

:

_

Work assignment
Termination
Promotion

:

Performance evaluation

Salary/benefits

Deliberately unfair/illegal
allocation of benefits

Deliberately unfair/illegal
denial of benefits

id

Safety problems

ne

Other

NY

_

~

cnr

—No/Yes ContacsCaesWit

Ombuds Office?

C. PERSONAL HEALTH

Number Last Year

Handle Alone

Work With

Refer

Health (Not drug/alcohol-related) _™" _~
AIDS concerns

Drug problems

problems PROFILE, Cont’d.
V. Alcohol
ACTIVITY

Smoking problems
Other

D. INTERPERSONAL/EMOTIONAL
Assisting subordinatesupervisor relations

Serious emotional disturbance
Meanness

Page 5

—

Dangerous coworker/subordinate
Other

E. FTHICS

Waste of money/resources

Sr

Theft/misappropriation of

property
Client/customer/vendor
complimentary benefits

NY
NY

Financial wrongdoing --

favoritism, bribery,
kick-backs, insider trading

Rs

Fraud, misrepresentation of
products or results
Leak,

ly

sale or theft of

proprietary ideas,
design equipment, etc.

Noy

Product substitution, or
other failures to meet
contract specs
False time cards or

record keeping
Misuse of company/government

property

Shoddy quality/performance
Other

_

_.

_

_

V. ACTIVITY PROFILE,
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Zac

Cont’d.
—lSSUE......

INCIDENCE

Handled By
Ombuds Office?

APPROXIMATE
Number Last Year

No/Yes

Contacts Cases

TYPICAL DISPOSITION
(CHECK ONE
Handle Alone
Work With
Refer

With Client

Another Office Immediately

F. MISC.
Suggestions for change in
company policy

Privacy Problems

Drug Testing
Nepotism or favoritism on a

personal/sexual basis
Environmental hazards

.

Other

LN

G. EMERGING ISSUES
Have you encountered any new

or unusual problems in the last

year?

If so, please describe.
NX

ain

—

_

VI. OMBUDSMAN TECHNIQUES
22. Many Ombudsman network members have expressed an interest in hearing about unusual or innovative
techniques that their colleagues use to handle cases and publicize their functions. Briefly describe
below any particularly effective approach or technique you use.

VII. GENERAL
23.

What are the sources of your power to resolve problems?

VII.

GENERAL,

3 7
Page

Cont’d.

24. Please indicate the size and estimate the annual budget of your Ombudsman office.

Number of Ombudsman

Estimated Annual Budget

25. How many years have you served in the ombudsman position in this company?

26. How many years have you worked at your company?

27. What is your educational background?

ho Hoars)

Years.

Please check degrees obtained and

indicate fields(s) of study.
___ Bachelors

__ Masters

(Major)

(Area of Study)

___ Doctorate

(Area of Study)_

28. Please estimate your salary within one of the following ranges:
$25 ~ $35,000
$35 - $45,000
845

- $55,000

L858 ~ 865, 000

$65 - $75,000
$75 - $85,000
ll sa5

-

$100,000

Lo s100 -8125,000
——. Over $125,000

29. Please briefly describe one successful and one unsuccessful case that you have handled recently.
A

Successful -- A case that was professionally satisfying (e.g.,

an early warning about a possible

unsafe practice in the workplace permitted a production manager to make changes before anyone was

hurt.)

B. Unsuccessful -- A case that defies resolution (e.g., Despite meticulous and continuous effort, we
have been unable to confirm or disaffirm the truth of a sexual harassment complaint, and we still do

not know who is lying.)

THANK YOU COMPLETING THIS SURVEY FORM. PLEASE MAIL IT
TO US IN
THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE AND WE’LL SHARE THE
FINDINGS AT THE NEXT MEETING.

There is a safe place

to get help.
LINDA WILCOX
OMBUDSPERSON

HMS

roxcg)

HSDM

WHY?

SOME APPROPRIATE
CONCERNS

HMS/HSDM is a large and complex

environment.

Misunderstandings

disagreements can occur.

and

Conflict can

drain your emotional energy, decrease your

productivity, complicate your dilemma, or
add stress. You may need assistance. The
Ombuds Office is a place where you will
find help to handle interpersonal
difficulties.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

RACISM OR OTHER KINDS OF
DISCRIMINATION
FEELINGS OF STRESS OR ANXIETY

WHO?
ETHICS / WHISTLE BLOWING
If you are affiliated with HMS/HSDM as a:
&gt; student,

PERSONALITY CONFLICTS / MEANNESS

® fellow,

: wai or

WORKING CONDITIONS

you are eligible and welcome.

FEAR OF RETALIATION

HOW?

FAVORITISM

Contact: LINDA WILCOX

Ombudsperson
Call:
Prix:
Visit:

(617) 432-4040 (confidential line)

For many, the Ombuds Office

will be a safefirst step. If you

(617) 422-4041 (staff assistant)

are

(617) 432-3834

expertise, referral information

in

need

of

specific

The Ombuds Office
221 Longwood Avenue

will be provided on other
issues, policies, or resources.
If you are associated with an

Room 420 (Elevator A)
Boston, MA 02115

affiliated hospital, you may also
find help there.

WHY?

INFORMAL PROCESS

O M BU DSPE RSON?
HMS/HSDM is a large and complex

}

The Ombudsperson will provide you
with a safe forum to voice your concerns,

environment.
Misunderstandings and
disagreements can occur.
Conflict can
drain your emotional energy, decrease your
productivity, complicate your dilemma, or

The ombudsperson at HMS/HSDM
is an impartial complaint-handler who

strives to see that people are treated

evaluate your situation, organize your
thoughts, assess your feelings, and decide
on what is important and relevant to your
specific circumstance. Together, we will

add stress. You may need assistance. The

FAIRLY

The

explore options for you to consider.

Ombuds Office is a place where you will

ombudsperson will assist people with

Options can range from simply talking

find help
difficulties.

interpersonal

o
WHO?

complaints involving interpersonal
misunderstandings or conflict.
The
Ombuds Office is independent of any
existing administrative or academic

about your problem to pursuing a formal
grievance proceeding. You will select the
options you prefer.
Your privacy will be respected as

:
:
If you areaffiliated with HMS/HSDM as a:
® student,

structures and is responsible only to the
dean.
It is meant to supplement the
existing resources available to members of

conversations
confidential.

the Medical School community.

for a legal proceeding or there is a potential

to

handle

® fellow,

: ee or

you are eligible and welcome.
al

’

-

and

FQUITABLY.

Speaking with the Ombudsperson

WM ely mel y
fl likely

iticrease

Shared.

your concern. Possibilities will be tailored

about confidentiality, please raise the issue.

¥

into account any fears you may have about

Call:

(G17) 4324010 (confidential Hine)

Fax:

(617) 422-4041 (staff assistant)
(617) 432-3834

exhausted, information may have to be

alternatives available to you for resolving

to fit your particular circumstances and take

Ombudsperson

threat to safety and other options have been

: hared©

vour awareness of

HOW?

Contact: LINDA WILCOX

will
ordinarily remain
In unusual circumstances,
such as where information is subpoenaed

retaliation.

The

goal will be to enhance

You nave paricn arsconcerns

FORMAL PROCESS
all

;

attempts at resolving the

your ability to on i effectively with

situation informally have failed, you may

the situation on your own.

If more

choose a more formal grievance process.

assistance is requested, further information

Union members will follow the process

can be made to those more expert in a
specific concern, or proper authorities at
the Medical School or affiliated hospitals

agreement. All other individuals will be
subject to the policies and procedures
established by the Medical School for their

shuttle diplomacy or mediation can be
employed to help find a satisfactory
solution.

affiliated hospital, the Ombuds Office will
work together with that institution to
determine the best way to proceed.

can be sta on your behalf, referrals

outlined in their collective bargaining

Visit:~~T
221 Longwood Avenue
Room 420 (Elevator A)
Boston, MA 02115
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CAN OMBUDS PRACTITIONERS AND OTHER SENIOR EMPLOYEE
COMPLAINT HANDLERS BE NEUTRAL?

Mary P.

Rowe

M+TeT.

September 1984

Neutrality,

objectivity,

fairness.....these

qualities that non-union employees often say they want

in

complaint handlers.

a

proportion

of

This is especially

such

employees

scientific and technical
review

of

their

are

are

now

well

personnel.

concerns

so

educated;

that

those

they

their
rising

many

are

Many ie seek an objective

themselves

managers,

frequently want to raise the problems they have
well as

that

are

have as managers.

who

now

as employees, as

Minorities and women ask

traditionally Anglo, male establishments should treat

fairly.

And

organizers

in

‘case

hover, . ready

a

company is seen to be

to

offer

the

option

unfair,

of

them
union

"impartial

grievance arbitration."
Chief executive officers also raise these questions for
reasons

other

interested

in

pial it-sharing,

values with

than just avoiding unions.
a

far-reaching, Martin
ave

in fact seeking an

their employees.

For

example,

Weitzman~type
orientation

those

shift
of

to

common

They are pushing toward management

and employees working together for common goals, [especially since
many

employees

are

themselves

supervisors],

and

away

from

}

eo) ll

ShLl
"management
employee

vs.

employees.”,

complaints

is

philosophy of management.
fair play

runs

very

"Neutrality"

another

in

dealing

with

of

same

manifestation

In addition,

of

deep in many chief executive officers.

So

raised

American

the
sense

the question is also frequently

the

lhe
‘AFT

at the top: Can internal

complaint handlers be neutral?

This question is also being
handlers themselves.

with a public

raised

by

the

complaint

Some were appointed as ombuds practitioners

expectation

of objectivity and perspective.

Some

simply dislike the increasing litigiousness of US society and the

polarization of
rather

than

unionization; they seek an emphasis on mediailton

arbitration.

neutral, [designated
settlements],

to

Since

help

mediators

disputants

internal mediators ask,

There are however powerful
is no such thing as an "internal

well

as

traditionally

are

find

own

"Can I be neutral?”

traditional views thal there

neutral."

And many employees as

managers believe there ought not to be,

there are limits."

This

article

their

disusses

some

or

"at

least

of

the

major

issues: external pressures and the need for advocacy, either

for

employee advocates or for management; the problems of individualg

psychologicl

bias;

the

need

to

problems of confidentiality.

z

consider

public

interests:

DRAFT
External Pressures

fle Who Pays the Piper......

Many people do

not

believe

it

neutral complaint handler inside a company.
thught to be

that

one

"Inevitably one would

conform to
handlers

mainly

would be
be

pushed

coopted

or

is

possible

The first problem is
around by management.

threatened

the ideas of senior managers"......

theoretical

problem with

only

or

brided to

Senior complaint

around 4he counry tend to have the view

a

to be a

that

this

occasional

is

practical

significnce, at 1&amp;st at their level.
Most full-time complaint handlers

report that they are

left alone to do their work nearly all the time and by nearly all
senior managers.

Most

do also know one or a few major managers

in their company who believe,
me,"

and

who will

make

"He who is not with me

no

bones

about

"neutrals," For example, about a third of
handlers

leak

I

their

the

happens rarely

information.

and

can

the kind of cmpany that has

structure in the

First

an

place

management will respect the

innovative

is

to

compall int

in-house,

They report however

successfully be resisked.

against

antipathy

senior

have talked with have been leaned on,

confidential

is

that

to

this

It may be that

non-union

compalint

the kind of company where top

integrity of complaint handlers; for

2

DRAFT
whatever reason, little abuse by top management

is

reported

by

their ombuds practitioners.

Pressure from employees

Complain” handles themselves are however usually
thoughtful

about

the problems of being

other than cooptation or threats by

general complaint handling from
Program

or

‘an

practitioners
advocates,

Equal

they

work

have

or they may see the

redress a perceived

management.

Opportunity

may

in

been

for
Many

reasons
came

to

an Employee Assistance

office,

need

imbalance

"neutral"

quite

As

client-cerered

designated
for

of power.

as

employee

employee

advocacy

to

Moreover employees who

are used to the union model may expect an ombudsman to

be

their

advocate--this is reported to happen

at

least

occasionally

two-thirds of all ombuds practitioners I

know.

by
And

it

‘is

so

common for employees to speak ill ofiaurnel |) dsennel

officers

who do not behave as advocates that full-time complaint

handlers

speak soberly about the pressure toward employee advocacy.
On

balance,

most

pressure philosophically and

complaint

feel

handlers

that

take

external

inappropriate

requests

from management and employees can be resisted and/or balnce

each

other out.

Companies can lessen the
in

a

number

of

ways.

Most

problem of external pressures

important

specification of neutrality or advocacy.

is

the

corporate

Some complaint handlers

DREARY
are expected

to

be

"advocates

anyperson or point of view."
instructed to begin

any

for

decent

process,

ofithe

appointed Employee

are

Door

Investigators

investigation

with

the

pursue the case as an advocate

"interests

for

Some Open

idea

complaining employee is right, and only thereafter

found to be in the right.

not

for

the

are

persons]

or

Some companies say up front

company are paramount."

Some

that

they

to

position

that

companies

Advocates as complaint handlers.

a

the

have

A number of

companies say that their long-run interests lie with any employee
who has been wronged and that they may have a partial interest in

common

wronged

found

with

each

each

of

other.

in_~ an

several

people

in the company who

[For example, in the case of~an

internal _afVestigation

to_ave

discrimination, Contrsl Data will attempt to

have

smployes

sufferedFrom

provide”a

remedy

£quivalent to that which would havébeen set by the EEOC.)
Each

of

these

policies

different from the others.

practitioners

and

is

theoretically

somewhat

In practice nearly all senior

complaint

nautrals although only about

handlers

report

two-thirds

of

they

those

ombuds

try to
1"

know

-be
are

designated as neutrals by their companies.
In an effort
to
enhance the appearance of neutrality,
or ewploneea
}

and to make it sfer to consult complaint handlers, most companies

now

permit

or affirm the confidentialityps

With some exceptions discussed

below

the

complaint

ombud practitioners I

have talked with expect to maintain confidentiality if

-

5

=

offices.

asked

to

DRAFT
do so.

Companies also try to structure
complaint

handlers

so og

to

the

minimize

ijob#is

of

conflicts of

interest.

Theoretically an internal ombudsman should report to the

order

not

to be vulnerable to, or cooptable by

managers.

others to

vice

other

presidents

senior Human Resource and Personnelldirectors.
is

CEO

in

top

In practice perhaps a third of US ombuds practitioners

report at or near the top,

it

any

senior

common

that

senior

complaint

for a senior

complaint

handler

to

In large companies

handlers hve

confidential staff offices.

separate,

and other

completely

It is relatively
be

expectedto

unusual

review

the

management behavior of senior managers who report directly to the

CEO,

so in practice high-level reporting is the rule and there is

relatively little conflict with top managers.
Most

full-time

adjudicte, or do.

provided

sO.

by

complaint

very

handlers

rarely.

complaint

Of

systems

the

also

classic

[providing

do

not

functions

information,

counselling, fact-finding, conciliation, mediation, adjudication,
upward feedback to management],
does all but

the

arbitrators.

My research indicates that it is much

seen and to

one:

function

Many companies

they

the internal ombudsman typically

as

recognize

a

usually are not internal judges or

neutral

this

in

formal, adjudicatory complaint and
the

ombuds

office

is

called

6

if one does

their

easier to be

not adjudicate.

complaint structures:

appeal channels are separate;
by

«contrast,

Liaison

Office

DRAFT
[Southland], Personnel

Communications [Anheuser-Busch], Employee

Resoun ca
Advisory Serwiee [Control Datal

or

in

fact, Ombudsman [Upjohn,

ATsTIS, Dennison, World Bank).
Neutrality and objectivity

can

also be enhanced in an

in-house adjudicatory structure, usually in a formal final appeal
by peer review
board.

or

a

group

of uninvolved managers or an appeal

These structures often involve a group,

person.

Typically they

full-time
involved

complaint
in

the

are

composed

handlers, who,

complaint

of

people

in fact

system.

rather

are

not

an

investigator,

recommendations to line management.
will

avoid

involved as

this

role

in

a confidential

Some companies

choosing, as

ombuds

cases

Many

for

otherwise
the

same

cases

make

ombuds

The

formal

practitioners

where they have already

been

counsellor as a mediator.

also

avoid

practitioners,

example

not

rare

to

conflicts

quite

of

the

Ombuds

position

pre-retirement job with the guarantee of

interest by

senior

would be thought relatively immune from pressure.

Bank

are

an adjudicator.

neutrality question can also arise in the relatively
where an ombudsman serves as

one

who

In consequence,

person is typically not both a mediator and

than

is

‘continued

managers who
At

the

a

World

two-year,

pay

if

the

incumbent is removed.
There

is

desireable term of

some
service

disagreement,

however,

for an ombudsman.

about

the

Some commentators

feel that full-time complaint handlers should serve for a limited

-

DRA FT
period so they won't get coopted.

Others prefer the

development

of a long-term professionl whose continuity is expected

and

who

therefore may feel

any

one

relatively

difficult situation.

by

ombuds

[A

safe

famous

practitioners

with

respect

to

article contains a line favored

about

the

need for the job to

be

a

"long-term job at substantial pay".]
Personal Bias

Many senior internal complaint
should be designated

impossible

to

course

external

as neutrals

but

handlers
that

believe

it

is

they

personally

be a perfect neutral. This problem is

sh¥ed

of

arhiruto ra and mediatrre

by

practitioners and

prejudices may inform one's judgment.

seriously by most of the full-time
have

talked

with.

While

difficult external

buffeted

by

a

care

strong

personal

It is a problem taken very

senior

generally

feelings.

about

their

For

complint

rejecting

handlers

the notion

pull.

A

example,

employers.

something that may impact on the profits
feel

one's

similar

if

most

develop

an

able to

imagine

of

‘they

ombuds
learn

of the company they may
need

for

professional

self-discipline may arise where an employee appears to have

badly treated.

I

pressures most will on occasion feel strongly

internal

practitioners

Judges:

In order

+o

cope,

most long-term practitioners

extraordinary ability to take the long view,
and

been

to

be

perhaps uncover many different sides to the

sme story.

A company can do

several

-

1

things

to safeguard against

=
E
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the personal bias of

;

cross-cultural experience, the kind of person who builds bridges,

:

rather than the kind of all-out 0 would want in a court

:

Companies

should

practitioners

Top management shuld

choose

fight.

ombuds

handlers.

:

Rg:

seasoned

complaint

provide

with

confidential

very

advice

practitioners

in

the

same

:

counselling and mediation

:

help with personal bias problems.

:

functions

Office.

from

A company should also provide

a

number

of

:

at

supervisor,

an

to

personnel.

employee

the

may

ombudsman,

Providing such

take

to

options

a

the

of

adjudication may also

options from which a concerned employee may choose.
Polaroid,

other

Separation

;

:

for the

internal ombudsman, for example from legal counsel or from
ombuds

;

wide

given

different

For

example

problem

to

Employee

Council,

a

to

at MIT is called redundancy,

in the sense of engineering redundancy:

fail-safe, backup, checks

and balances.

Senior complaint handlers

:

the

country

differ

sharply about whether a company arid offer ombuds practitioners
of different
feel that

ethnic chracteristics and both genders.

within

a

indeed

about

About half

given plant or company a concerned employee

should be able to find someone

:

around

like him or her to talk with.

half of the senior complaint handlers I

female and about 15% are minorities.

On

the

other

practitioners feel very strongly that what matters

is

know

And

are

hand

many

not

skin

color or gender but skill, empathy, caring and judgment, and that

a

ZY

DRAFT
any practitioner should be able at lest adequdely to serve anyone
with a problem.

Public Interests
The traditional
concerns or

instigate

latter case,
complaint:

internal

the

ombudsman

respond

to

visitors’

inquiries on his or her own motion.

inquiry

A expresses

complaint

may

In the

is often provoked by some third party

a concern about the treatment of B.

handler this can pose

an

unusual

For an

problem.

Many internal complaint handlers prefer not to

listen

party complaints.

ordinarily try to

And.

traditional

help active disputants to
the confines of

the

reach

law],

mediators

their

without

to

own settlements,

the

mediator

third

[within

injecting

'a

personal point of view or the point of view of any third party.

Internal complint
handle third party

handlers

complaints

differ

prefer

complaints,

to

deal

only

with

in

an

effort

to

first

third

party

sufficiently

Probably

a

The

party

encourage

responsibility for their own concerns,

inspectors general,

how

they will

and public interests, and whether

or not they consider such activity "neutral."

they

on

majority

concerns

people

and
take

and to avoid being seen as

majority

also will investigate

and anonymous concerns, when

they

are

grave.

that

most

However

to

say

it appears

considered

complaint

handlers who consider themselves neutral feel comfortable pushing
a

point

of view on such problems only when

otherwise there will be a serious

-

JO

they

believe

infraction of the law.

~

that

GRAFT
Confidentiality and the Duty to Warn
A

related

problem

occurs

when

a

visitor,

réiested to be completely off the record, relates

who

hs

to a complaint

handler some story which makes the listener worry about the sfety
of the visitor or others.

When does

a

confidential

counsellor

have a duty to warn?

About half of the senior complaint handlers I know have

considered breaking confidentiality because they
worried about
such a

case

the
the

confidentiality

were

seriously

safety of a visitor or of others.

Usually in

complaint handler will state very clearly that

must

be

broken.

This

is

the

one

subject

concerning the neutrality of an ombudsman where there appears

be

complete

Appropriately

agreement

among

enough,

the practitioners I

their prevalent view appears

with emergent law in the

report that they behave

field;

more

to

have

known.

to

conform

most complaint handlers in fact

conservatively

about questions of

dangerousness than the law requires.
More difficult cases arise where

an

dishonesty, or of intolerably incompetent, mean,
behavior on the part of someone

the

practitioners

I

have

in the

askedf have thought

confidentiality in such circumstance;
imagine doing so.

It is

my

company.

ombud

learns

of

racist or sexist
About

about

half of

breaking

it is sometimes tempting to

impression however that most ombuds

practitioners will not and have not broken confidentiality in any
material way

for such a reason.

=] ]
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This does not mean that a complint handler need

choose

between

confidence.

sittig on worrisome information

Experienced complint handlers

to find other alternatives.

Often one can

visitor to help that person

feel

overtly.

breaking

work at length with a

comfortable

in

seeking

Sometimes a visitor will not agree to immediate
overtly

for example after a change in work assignment.

visitor will agree to one more

trustworthy manager who can

appear responsible and safe.
can get permission

generic way.

to

help
action

after

some

Sometimes a

confidential conversation—with

help

to

a

report they work hard

but will feel comfortable pursuing a concern

time,

or

simply

make

an

overt

a

complaint

And sometimes the complaint handler

represent

an

individual

problem

in

a

For example, where a manager is said by an employee

to be dishonest, the ombudsman might alert financial officers

audit certain kinds of accunts without namig [or slandering]

to

the

alleged offender.
In the worst situation,

dhger to himself or others, the

when a visitor appears

ombudsman

to be a

can co lipany

that person to appropriate help rather than breaking a confidence
behind someone's back.

Testifying and Affidavits Outside the Company
1f one is designated as

proper

ito

testify

in

ombudsman who testifies
lose

his

or her job.

court?

for

an

Many

‘internal

neutral,

observers

feel

is

it

that

an

an employee against management will

And that an ombudsman

12

-

who testifies

for

DRAFT
management against an employee [or former employee]

will be

seen

as an advocate for management and no neeutrl.

Internal complaint

handlers

generally

+try

to

avoid

taking on cases which have gone outside to investigatory agencies

or the courts.

Occsionally an internal complaint

system

required to re-inherit a case which has gone outside,

the company then will ask that outside action,

EEOC, be tabled during a
and review.

[re-]

activation of

There is thus an attempt to

or

to

an

for example at the

internal

prevent

the

attempts

fourth
course.

at

would

About

know

management not to

call

hard

as

from

for

of

try

them

protection

testify

half

would

the

[advocacy]

to

senior

complaint

convince

witnesses,

and

their

subpoena by outsiders.

their

own

own

would ask for

About

management s)\a matér

on

a

of

‘"privilege"--the
freedom not be
ne ab salute

required to testify--but in general there is Iittite
legislative privilege

states,

judicial

or

even for social workers, doctors or clergy

who may be serving as mediators.
some

mixing of

Some would simply comply with any subpoena.
State laws differ

in

mediation

But supposing a case does go outside to court

agency?

professionals I

be

but usually

ternal, process [non-polarized] and external process
wherever possible.

my

[There are occsional

for example for

whistleblowers.]

however many judges will quash a subpoena where
a confidential and neutral office

is

at stake.

exceptig§
In

the integrity of
It seems likely

that judges will be more comfortable in quashing subpoenas

-

13

-

protice

where
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a company hs explicitly designated a complaint handler as neutral
and where

office.

the

office

has

It is also more

been

likely

announced

as

a

confidential

where the complaint handler has

been engaged in confidential counselling and communications or in

mediation, rather than investigation and adjudication.
This is an emerging area of ethics and

complaint

handlers.

The

American

Bar

of practice for

Association

Special

Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution and many professional

organizations such as the

Resolution,

have

Society

for

been working hard to

codes of conduct.

In

general

Professionals in Dispute

develop

practitioners

guidelines

are tending toward

the protection of neutrality and away from testifying

process or outcome of mediation.

and

about

Thiys is obviouslyan

the

important

area for management to be clér about within the company.

Record-Keeping
Is it possible to keep complete office records

be a neutral?
emergent

types

anger

of

almost always apart
offices

to

Most ombuds practitioners keep and report. data and
problems

to top mnagement.

Some

internal

complaint handlers also keep careful, individual records,

ombuds

and

will

from
keep

routine

personnel files.]

written records of

all

[albeit

Occasional
counselling

sessions including allegations of A about B even if B never knows
that ‘A hs come

Other

in to talk.

complaint

handlers

-

14

feel

such

records

may

DRAFT
compromise neutrality
Some

practitioners

[and are an intrusion on the
keep

no

formal

rights of Bj}.

written

records

about

individual cases, beyond working notes that are destroyed when
case appears to have ended.

These latter

protect the privacy and good name of

public

testimony

about

their

prctitioners

all,

cases

hope

a
to

and further to prevent

by

keeping

very

little

informationabout individuals.
Yet others will keep individual records where there has
been an open

mediation

leading

arbitration,

and

fact-finder.

It has usually been presumed that records

where

they

to

have

a

formal

served

settlement, or an

as investigator

of

or

this

type would be open to subpoena.

As we review the concerns above,

is

theoretically

and

it seems clear that

sometimes practically

difficult

internal complaint handler to be genuinely neutral.
problems that exist can apply

arbitrators, who

also

also

to

external

court.

who

Most of the
and

may be paid by the employer, who also may

worry

about

being

asked

bias, have a
to testify in

On balhce one my conclude that it is impossible to

neutral although nearly

an

mediators

be presi. vy employees, who may exhibit personal
duty to warn, and

for

it

all

senior

be

=a

report thal We piachce

complaint handlers jeetsatly

Hey try to be.
Top management

their employee
be o8

can and should decide the priorities of

complaint handlers.

neutral os

psssible,

If these practitioners gge to

company

15

-

policies,

procedures

and

Structures can enhnce

heutrality

designed to do so effectively.

-
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and objectivity, and should be
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EVALUATING OMBUDSPEOPLE
I.

WHAT IS THE JOB?
A.

B.

Context:

I.

Assist in the human side of work.

2.

Deal with reported complaints to help achieve equitable settlements.

Content:

1.

2.

Principles:
a.

Confidential

b.

Neutral

c.

Advocate for solution

d.

Available

e.

Impartial

f.

Direct access (no red tape)

Practices:

a.

Provide a personal hearing

b.

Receive and give information

c.

Coach them how to help themselves

d.

Provide a two-way channel

e.

Mediate

f. Facilitate organizational change
g.
C.

Investigate

Intended Outcomes:

1.

Person feels better

2.

Person is more productive

3.

Incorrect situations are set right

4.

Ethical situations faced and cleaned up

S.

Individual improves skills in:
a.

Communication

b.

Leadership

¢.

Problem solving

d.

Conflict resolution

6. Management gets unfiltered feedback
7.

Reports generated - notable benefits, statistical profile

8.

Office is used by a cross-section of employees

9.

Office is used by a large number of employees (10-25%)

Mary Simon - 5/12/92

I.

HOW TO EVALUATE THE OMBUDSPERSON?
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
III.

Decide what to measure:

1.

Adherence to the principles

2.

Performance on the practices

3.

What are the results/outcomes?

Decide who measures the Ombudsperson on principles, practices, outcomes:

I.

Employees

2.

Bosses

3.

Peers

4.

Self

How often?

1.

Semiannually

2.

Yearly

Who sees responses?

1.

Private data

2.

Publishable data

Who requests data?

WHAT ELSE?

A.

What unsolicited feedback has the boss gotten over the past year?

B.

Is the Ombudsperson active in The Ombudsman Association (TOA) or an

internal Ombuds organization?
C.

Any papers or talks given?

D.

What education undertaken?

Mary Simon - 5/12/92

Sample Questionnaire Format
I.
II.

The mission of the Ombuds office is ...
The principles of the office are ...
A.

B.
foe
III.

Please measure the Ombuds adherence to the principles...

A.

B.
=

LC.
IV.

The practices of the office are ...

A.

B.

C.
D.
V.

Please measure the Ombuds performance on these practices ...

A.

B.
Ec.
VI.

Here are some intended outcomes of using the office ...

A.

B.
IN
a

VII. What results have you experienced?
VIII. What else?

SAMPLE CONFIDENTIALITY QUESTIONS
» Did you feel confident that your meetings would remain confidential?

very
confident

confident

unsure

doubtful

very
doubtful

» It is your perception that the resource maintains confidentiality?

yes

noopinion

no

Do you feel confidentiality was maintained? If not, please elaborate.
yes

no opinion

no

ESSA

Explain

SELF-EVALUATION
How it it maintained? Have there been any leaks, any challenges? Are
names in a locked file, in a locked office?

June 1989

REFLECTIONS OF AN OMBUDSMAN
During the period | was planning my retirement | began thinking about what suggestions |
might pass along to my replacement. ‘While on a flight | scribbled down the following
thoughts which seemed to me to be appropriate:
®

Be neutral.

®

Be cognizant of the responsibilities of management and the rights of the employees, but
don’t lose sight of the responsibilities of employees and the rights of management.

® Management should treat the employee with dignity and respect, but the employee is
expected to work. Conversely, the employee should treat management with dignity and
respect.

®

Don't become emotionally involved with clients, stay detached.

® There are always three (at least) sides to every story.
—

What the client sincerely believes to be fact may be misunderstood or imagined and
in some cases contrived.

®

Look for the “Hidden Agenda.” The stated problem may be the tip of the iceberg or
the last straw. It only helps a little to give an aspirin when there are compound fractures.

®

Perception is reality. What is perceived by the employee is a real problem to them,
even if it is not true.

®

The client must take ownership to their contribution to the problem.

®

Help people to help themselves; i.e., teach them to fish, don’t just hand them fish.

®

Has the client discussed this matter with their supervisor? If not, why not?

®

Is it an isolated problem? Get them back into the system.

®

If the system needs fixing, lobby to fix it. Constructive suggestions should always be
considered.

®

Not all problems are completely (or even partially) solvable.

®

You can’t snatch the world out of the air and throw it into a new orbit.
it and you will see progress without destroying yourself.

®

Don't beat yourself up over an occasional failure.

Keep nudging at

Virg Marti
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